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Summary

A recent report from the Georgia Department of Audits and Accounts examines the mone-
tary costs and benefits of the state’s Qualified Education Expense Tax Credit (QEEC). The 
QEEC is a type of voucher policy that provides a public subsidy for families to pay for private 
school tuition. Data show the tax credit results in $81 million of forgone state tax revenue 
per year. The report argues the QEEC provides a net fiscal benefit for Georgia’s state budget 
based on an estimate that the vouchers cause almost 20,000 students per year to choose 
private schools instead of public, thus removing the cost of educating those students from 
state and local budgets. However, several methodological challenges limit the report’s use-
fulness—most notably, a lack of data about how many students per year actually switch from 
public to private schools because of the vouchers. If most of the vouchers are provided to 
students already planning to attend a private school, then the policy only subsidizes private 
school students with funding that could otherwise be returned to taxpayers or invested in 
the state’s public education system, which is open to all students. The most likely result of 
tax-credit scholarship voucher programs like QEEC is that the state and school districts in-
cur more costs than savings, placing financial strain on state budgets that could require fu-
ture cuts. Because the report relies on unrealistic assumptions, its suggestion that program 
benefits outweigh costs is tenuous and risks misleading state education leaders. Instead, 
state leaders should invest educational dollars in policies that have a positive return on in-
vestment and therefore help, rather than harm, state and local budgets.
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I. Introduction

As state policymakers look for mechanisms to improve educational systems, understanding 
the effects of a policy on student learning, the cost, and implementation challenges is critical 
to ensuring long-term success and sustainability.1 Cost analyses are particularly useful be-
cause they assess all societal costs and benefits of a policy, to determine the best use of lim-
ited resources. A recent legislatively mandated report by the Georgia Department of Audits 
and Accounts estimates the costs and benefits of the state’s Qualified Education Expense tax 
credit (QEEC), a program that provides families with scholarships to attend private schools. 
Such programs can be controversial because they send taxpayer funding to private schools, 
some of which serve primarily religious missions or explicitly exclude students based on sex-
ual orientation or disability. The report, Qualified Education Expense Tax Credit: Economic 
Analysis,2 by Greg S. Griffin and Lisa Keiffer, analyzes the fiscal impact of Georgia’s QEEC, 
focusing specifically on costs and benefits borne on state and local governments.  

II. Findings and Conclusions of the Report
The report’s primary finding is that the tax credit embedded in Georgia’s QEEC private 
school scholarship program provides the state government with positive fiscal impact if at 
least 67% of scholarship recipients switch from public to private school. Accurately esti-
mating the true number of students who switch because of the program is essential to un-
derstanding the fiscal impact of the program. As with similar voucher policies, some of the 
private school scholarship awards will go to students who were already planning to attend 
private school even without the scholarship. If that proportion exceeds 33%, the report con-
cludes, implying a “switcher rate” below 67%, the tax credit will have a negative fiscal im-
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pact. Thus, 67% is the break-even point for the program.

The report’s second main finding, based on similar logic, states that the policy will have a 
positive fiscal impact for local school districts regardless of the switcher rate. The authors 
contend that declining enrollment, on net, benefits school districts financially because, as 
students leave, the “sending” public schools no longer bear the costs associated with edu-
cating these students. In this view, a declining enrollment district is in a better financial 
situation than a district not facing declining enrollment. Thus, the authors claim that if the 
QEEC policy results in a reduction in public school enrollment, local districts will benefit 
financially. 

The report includes a number of other empirical claims and statistics. It provides an over-
view of the impact of school choice policies on student outcomes, highlighting studies that 
find positive effects. The report also estimates the average private school tuition in Georgia 
and argues that the average scholarship amount of $4,400 under QEEC covers about one-
third of typical private school tuition. 

III. The Report’s Rationale for Its Findings and Conclusions
The report uses a research methodology called fiscal impact analysis, a variation of cost 
analysis, where analysts compare the monetary benefits and costs of a program or policy.3 
This approach allows researchers to assess economic returns of a policy, whether positive or 
negative, for different stakeholders. For example, the report calculates the fiscal impact of 
the QEEC from the perspective of the Georgia state government and local school districts. 

For the state government, monetary benefits include reduced state expenditures on public 
education resulting from students transferring to private schools. Costs include forgone tax 
revenue from households and corporations claiming the tax credit. From the perspective of 
school districts, benefits result from reduced expenditures for each student who leaves the 
district for a private school, while costs include forgone state and federal revenue associated 
with per-student funding. To assess the impact of the policy on potential improvement in 
educational quality and student outcomes, the report draws on research literature to sup-
port its claims but does not quantify these impacts into costs or monetary benefits. 

IV. The Report’s Use of Research Literature
The report draws on educational research to support two of its key claims but omits research 
undermining those claims. The first instance pertains to the “switcher rate,” the percentage 
of scholarship recipients who are initially in public school before switching to private school, 
or who would otherwise attend public school if not for the scholarship. The report’s esti-
mated rate –borrowed from a single research source – conflicts with estimates from other 
studies examining school choice policies. For instance, an analysis of Arizona’s Education 
Savings Account policy found that the vast majority of recipients were already attending 
private school, implying a far lower switcher rate.4,5 While any switcher rate represents an 
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estimate, studies of school choice programs in other states have also found lower rates than 
used in this study.6

The report also draws on research literature to summarize the effects of school choice pol-
icies on academic outcomes and parent satisfaction. School choice research is relevant to 
tax credit scholarship programs because school choice policies, including educational sav-
ings accounts and school vouchers, all accomplish the same goal of providing state taxpayer 
money to families that can be used to pay for private school tuition. 

However, the report’s assessment of this research does not reflect recent consensus in the 
field. Despite the highly contentious debates about the merits of school choice and privat-
ization, the field has essentially reached consensus in recent years that school vouchers, 
the most widely studied form of private school choice, have negative effects on academic 
achievement in the first year of use, and continue to harm achievement for multiple subse-
quent years.7 The report’s characterization of the overall evidence base on school choice as 
“mixed” is consistent with the state of the literature several decades ago, but stands in stark 
contrast to experts from a range of political perspectives. 

Lastly, the report also omits research on unintended consequences of choice policies, in-
cluding increased segregation and civil rights violations.8 The Atlanta Metropolitan Area 
ranks in the highest decile nationally in terms of Black-White segregation, and compared to 
other metro areas, a relatively greater proportion of racial segregation is between the public 
and private school sectors.9 Many private schools in Georgia were opened as “segregation 
academies” and the state passed a law in 1961, later invalidated by federal courts, providing 
taxpayer-funded scholarships for tuition to attend these schools.10 Moreover, private schools 
accepting scholarship in Georgia are still permitted to reject students based on disability or 
sexual orientation, and many have explicit policies on their websites as of this writing.11 By 
failing to acknowledge research documenting unintended consequences of choice policies, 
the report promotes a misguided argument that the QEEC program encourages equal edu-
cational opportunity. 

V. Review of the Report’s Methods
The research methods have four primary limitations, related to estimation of (1) the switch-
er rate, or the percentage of scholarship recipients that switch from public to private schools 
because of the scholarship; (2) variable costs; (3) private school tuition costs; and (4) the 
cost of declining enrollment. 

First, the report overestimates the switcher rate, a critical determinant of whether a tax-credit 
private scholarship program, or other voucher-like policies, has a positive or negative fiscal 
impact on state budgets. The authors claim that the assumed rate, 90%, comports with prior 
research, but that number is out of sync with data the authors collected for the study. Specif-
ically, to estimate the switcher rate, the report’s authors contacted five of the 13 scholarship 
granting organizations, which together accounted for 75% of total scholarship funds award-
ed. Within this group of five, three reported switcher rates between 58% and 64%, while the 
other two reported switcher rates of 29% and 3%. In other words, the average switcher rate 
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for three-fourths of funds awarded was less than 64%, and perhaps in the range of 40% to 
52%, averaging across the five.12 With three-fourths of the sample reporting a switcher rate 
of no more than 52%, the report’s assumed switcher rate of 90% is not mathematically pos-
sible. The highest the overall rate could be is 64%, a rate that would result in negative finan-
cial impact to the state, but that assumes the other one-fourth of scholarship awards have 
a switcher rate of 100%. A more reasonable assumption might be that the other one-fourth 
of scholarship awards have a switcher rate closer to those reported by the five scholarship 
granting organizations, around 52%. This lower switcher rate moves the estimated net fiscal 
impact from a positive $28 million per year, to a negative $18 million. 

Second, the report inaccurately estimates costs of private school tuition. To support the ar-
gument that a higher percent of scholarship award recipients would otherwise attend public 
schools, the report presents data on the average scholarship amount, which was $4,400 for 
2022-23, and average private school tuition in Georgia, which was $11,550 the same year, 
according to a source cited in the report. However, data from that same source, summarized 
in Table 1 below, show that the scholarships would only pay the tuition for the least expen-
sive private schools in Georgia, those falling in the bottom deciles, and only eight of those 
schools (4%) are nonsectarian. 

TABLE 1. Average Tuition Rates in Georgia Private Schools, 2022-23

Private School 
Type

Num. of 
Sch. (% of 

Total)

Average 
Tuition

 Average Tuition by Percentile

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th

Baptist 20 9% $5,996 $3,445 $4,275 $5,345 $7,699 $9,250

Catholic 22 9% $10,743 $6,000 $8,985 $9,083 $12,500 $18,400

Other Christian 59 25% $9,694 $4,000 $5,950 $8,318 $11,940 $18,700

Other Religious 28 12% $12,030 $5,000 $6,150 $8,740 $12,250 $27,000

Pentecostal 4 2% $2,888 $1,900 $2,100 $2,425 $3,675 $4,800

Seventh Day 
Adv. 9 4% $6,860 $2,000 $4,650 $5,864 $7,095 $14,873

Nonsectarian 86 37% $15,020 $5,980 $8,600 $12,500 $20,600 $27,000

Total 232 $11,550  $4,250 $6,000 $9,000 $14,300 $22,575

Note. Tuition data are from Private School Review (2023), as cited in Qualified Education Expense Tax Credit: 
Economic Analysis, and do not include all private schools in the state. Data from the National Center for Edu-
cational Statistics (NCES) Private School Universe Survey show a total of 565 private schools for 2019-2020, the 
most recent year of data, and approximately a similar number over the past decade. The proportion of schools 
in each religious affiliation is similar for the NCES data, which lessens concerns about non-report bias. The table 
shows the mean scholarship amount of $4,440 would only pay for schools in the bottom decile of tuition rates.

Third, the report miscalculates the “marginal costs” of K-12 education because it relies on 
expenditure data, a poor proxy for cost. While spending data can provide some insights 
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about the cost of an education, expenditures and costs are not the same.13 For example, 
a school can increase or decrease spending even if the cost to educate a student does not 
change. Expenditures measure resource flows, regardless of the outcomes produced, while 
costs represent the minimum required resource to produce an outcome. Assessments of cost 
must therefore consider outcomes.14 Unfortunately, the report assumes that reductions in 
spending, estimated from another study, reflect reductions in cost. Specifically, the report 
attempts to estimate the additional cost associated with serving an additional student, and 
cost savings associated with serving one fewer student, by drawing on a prior study. That 
study estimates the correlation between enrollment change over a seven-year period and 
total expenditure change over the same period, for each school district in Georgia.15 Cru-
cially, that study’s findings—that when a district loses a student, its spending declines by 
$6,299—recognized that districts reduce spending when their enrollment declines, but may 
also reduce services and cut programs. 

Finally, the report incorrectly estimates the short-term cost to school districts of declining 
enrollment. The report argues that districts experience short-term benefits from declining 
enrollment. However, school finance research indicates that declining enrollment harms 
school district budgets in the short term.16 For example, in an article titled, Which Districts 
Get Into Financial Trouble and Why, authors find that declining enrollment is among the 
strongest predictors of declines in district fund balances. As the authors explain, the reduc-
tion in cost associated with losing one student is small compared to the reduction in state 
and federal per-pupil funding.17 The report’s assertion that declining enrollment is finan-
cially beneficial for school districts contrasts with a vast amount of research and is based on 
an inappropriate estimate of cost savings.

VI. Review of the Validity of the Findings and Conclusions
Taken together, little evidence or data supports the report’s main findings and conclusions. 
If more accurate parameters are used to generate cost estimates, particularly for the switch-
er rate and for the cost savings of declining enrollment, a different picture emerges. While 
the report concludes that the tax-credit scholarship program will have a positive fiscal im-
pact, a far more likely scenario, and one that has already played out in other states, is that 
the tax credit will cost Georgia taxpayers millions of dollars, potentially requiring future 
cuts to public services, while providing a cash bonus to many wealthy families.   

VII. Usefulness of the Report for Guidance  
of Policy and Practice

As state legislators consider adopting or expanding tax-credit scholarship programs, edu-
cational savings accounts, or school voucher programs, understanding their fiscal impacts 
is critical. While these policies are often billed as friendly to taxpayers’ bottom line, the op-
posite is true—the public ends up paying the private school tuition for families with means 
to do so themselves. In other words, these policies are subsidies for wealthy families. Mean-
while, the state budget is negatively impacted, and lawmakers are forced to increase taxes or 
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cut services to cover the costs. Georgia lawmakers may consider investing in other aspects 
of their education system that have demonstrated need, including better funding the state’s 
inadequate finance system and addressing teacher shortages linked to poor working con-
ditions and insufficient salaries.18 Extensive, peer-reviewed research shows these policies 
create long-term monetary benefits for society that exceed costs.19 Maintaining or expanding 
the QEEC program will make it difficult to implement these changes, and Georgia legislators 
should therefore carefully scrutinize their use. 
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